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Series 1 variantions on the windowratio Am Bahnhofplatz, click to enlarge 

Both series start with the original windowratio (in grey), from dominant buildings who's surfaces exist by window fill-in. 
Put through the same transformationset with levels: A: horizontal alignment of the elements left, center and right. B: vertical 
alignment top, center and bottom. C: vertical distribution of the elements top, center, bottom. D: horizontal distribution left, center 
and right. E: horizontal and vertical distribution of free space between elements, 
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Series 2 variations on the windowratio of the welcome building on Werner 
Hilpertstrase, click to enlarge 

Series 3: Banknotes , surface composition of the Kassel City Bank 
Series 2 · ... 'ariations of the complete wmdowset at Werner Hilpertstrasse 
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Somewhat empty, but In\/ITlnflIlV so, to be filled with a sense of its own intelligence, finally has been away from the modern synthesis of 
abstract form and social content, for being just that splitting away in itself ... 

About Beauty, the word 

When some instability is taking place in brain ... 

There's a theory about why beautiful faces are so fascinating to look at and it side of the brain and 
objects with the left. But a beautiful face - any face that we find beautiful- is more an a and it sends the brain Into a tizzy. What 
should it do with this information -where should it go? And so the image of the face goes back and forth, right and never settling into one place at the 
time. In this neatly symmetrical about the fascination of beautiful objects, ... a similar kind of instability is 
taking place in the brain ignited by a identification with a human form. retrieved as an from far away. And so (unfortunately), the distance 
grows. But ugliness, in itself an objection, was among the Greeks almost a refutation. And you remember what Nietzsche said about Socrates: ·We can 
all still see for ourselves, how he was. n But it is just as well that one doesn't want to besides that there's something unattractive about 
theories of beauty. Beauty can wen enough alone without explanation, it is simple, imprecise, and somewhat empty, but invitingly so, receptive to be 
filled with a sense of its own intelligence. 

Zaha Hadid has been quoted "We don't want to be cake decorators". Actually, it's not so bad to be a good cake decorator, and it is particularly 
difficult to show how to decorate a cake in a new way. IMuch of the power of the amazing drawings produced by lIarchitects ( ) is that they showed a new 
form of beauty, I/a new kind of space of the existing elements II and Hadid's have been a similar power.! 

There are things theory can do better than art, and things architecture can do better than theory, and sometimes it's hard to say which is which. The 
trouble occurs when one to do the work of the other. Even Peter Eisenman chaos theory on hold while describing the view from his 
cottage in Princeton with a garden with flowers. To be beautiful also means to be insensitive. Speculating about beauty also serves the purpose 
of explaining contradictory feelings, These contradictory feelings do not create a can never be a problem, If beauty is a problem, it is 
because it finally has been splitting away from the Modern-synthesis of abstract form and social content For being that/a splitting away in 
itself, beauty must 

Plato said that some forms can come from the mind alone 1}. In the minds wonderland it is to indulge in material aspects alone, regardless of 
or in sheer because without shape or form relates to and is There is no reason to be born or die. There is 

no meaning but to exist If there's any meaning in beauty, it lies in the creational power to show a new form of beauty in the transition into 
something It lies in the of something beautiful, not only in the form of the It lies in the refused to avail oneself of the more than 
adequate reasons for giving up; In determination to be appreciative instead of In the desire to back to the environment a quality worthy of 
its best moments, for they are ours. 

1 Its not that of philosophy argued about diversity that the color of the is from both beast and man, that knowledge about is 
uncertain, The fact that the colors have evolved means that insects can see the colors too. there is an esthetic sense that also exists in lower forms 
of life- i don't' know it attracts and i don't known the humanities even though there are humanity courses in university which you take in order to 
graduate, i tried to avoid them. 



Forget the shoes! 
Koolhaas for Prada! 

Suzy Menkes tells how Bernard (according to BusinessWeek largest cyberbliss bankroller) Arnault tells a story of how he contacted his new best 
friend Kar1 Lagerfeld about asking Tadao Ando, the Japanese architect of reinforced concrete, natural light and flowing water. 
Be replied Lagerfeld "I think Pinault has got him for his museum. "Minimalist interiors that offer nothing but the clothes are old hat.· says Rebecca 
VOight, executive editor of Dutch And nothing better illustrates that role architects play in the fashion wor1d. 
The upbeat is at its most raw in In the fashion district of Aoyama, Prada's new store designed by Herzog and De Meuron promises to be a 
landmark building. That is outclassed it by Ando's new Dior store. 
In New York, the battle lines have been drawn up and down town. de Portzamparc, winner of the Pritzker Architecture Prize done the 23-
story LVMH tower on 57th Street, the buro's first American For the new headquarters of L VMH's Phillips auction house, LVMH has tapped Patrick 
MCliUY'ClI another French architect. Rem Pritzker done Prada's New York store on Broadway as well as stores in Los Angeles 
and Francisco. Quit in a when with Koolhaas in conceptual presence of samples on show in Milan earlier this 
year. Mistaken confused it be Mauron or the two bure's seem suddenly to run close. Other deSigners already 
have their signature architects such as John for Calvin Klein's Ice on Madison Avenue, Richard Gluckman for Helmut Lang's spare-clothing store 
and apothecary in SoHo. In Milan Armani has Ando to design a serious fashion theater in the old Nestle building in 
the canal district. The entire buftding Armani's showroom and commercial offices, 3400m2 concrete, a theater {long corridor and 
modular movable catwalk with 680 
that leads into a dining area and water "I wanted to create as simple as possible but of lasting value, and I have loved the 
• u:ar\l'In,I'!!l.F! spirit within buildings, II says praising Mr. T's creation of an unrefined versatile space that handles the elements of the heavyweight, the 
silence of the formed mass covered so smoothly the lightness of flowing water. However, for the vast new store on via Manzoni, 
Armani chose Michael Gabellinl, the minimalist American who rose to fame with limestone floors for Jill Sander's shops in Milan and on Avenue 
Montaigne in Paris. 

And it is that on the sparkling gold French fashion mile a symbolic territorial war has being fought between Amault and Pinault- Pinault being the head of 
the financial force behind Gucci A giant advertising billboard for Dior's J'Adore fragrance on Avenue Montaigne has been covering the work 

being done by Portzamparc who creates Amault's new corporate LVMH headquarters. It also houses the Phillips auction house and boutiques for 
Glvenchyand Dolce Gabbana. Tucked behind Oior on Place Francois 1 is a miniature sleeping beauty with twin slate-roof turrets sticking out from the 

The property is being refurbished as the headquarters of Artemis, Pinault's holding company. But it seems Arnault has matched Plnault's Aux 
Printemps store on Boulevard Haussmann with a little place of his own. In November 2001 he bought the iconic Belle La Samaritaine department 
store on the right bank of the river Seine. 
But Pinault's museum is in a league of its own- a building of 32,OOOm2, with a sculpture garden on lie Seguin to the West of Paris, the site of the old 
Renault It has been said it houses private collection of modem sculptures, photographs, videos that Pinault has built up 
over 30 "There is a sort of between artistic creation and evolution of society - and art is a good way of seeing that," said 
when he the project in " see It as a good thing that fashion people are involved with architecture - There is no reason why 
only in should be arbiters of Lagerfeld. 
Arnault, started his career In construction company, sees fashionable ways of making architecture suitable for fashion. Portzamparc was 
chosen to be emblematic for in United States, with on top, a four story high glass cube with a swing of a stage in it, the fine lines on the 

SPEictSiCUliSI views across Manhattan. 

Its one thing to have an architect create stunning corporate offices and quite another to have a showpiece store- according to Armani. For his new Armani 
Casa stores, Arman! wanted a somewhat neutral background that also works as an architectural statement. "The problem with famous architects is that 
they become so instantly identifiable," he says. "It's better to work with different architects." But to loose half of its likeness to its creator ... better how to 



loose the creating architect. 

LVMH gets halfway around that practical problem by using the expertise of American interior designer Peter Marino, whoever the architect. Because 
architecture must go on. Comme-des-Garcons had the British design team of Future Systems to do the dramatic blue-dotted raked plate-glass facade in 
Tokyo, but Comme-des-Garcons' owner Rei Kawakubo did the interiors herself. And she will do it again in her shop in the Faubourg-Saint-Honore 
courtyard in Paris. Hedi Slimane, whose shiny cube of a showroom piece on Rue Francois 1 has lacquered wood walls and spare surroundings, says it is 
very much his own vision rather than something imposed by the architect. But symbiotic partnerships do exist. Rem Koolhaas said he couldn't have better 
clients than Italians Miuccia Prada and Patrizio Bertelli who frequently spend entire days in his Rotterdam office to follow every detail of the project. 
"There are remarkably few constraints and I am impressed by their willingness to be radical," says Koolhaas, who has worked for Prada in conjunction 
with Herzog&De Meuron. "It's incredibly intense. There's a real personal involvement, Together we are trying somehow to reinvent the experience of 
shopping, to make it more serene. Prada knows very well what it is doing - and I can't imagine working with any other fashion designers." Bullshitl" replies 
Micheal Sorkin. "If we can't imagine other times, there is no architecture. -Sure, sure, the system is bigger than we are, but that's no reason not to kick. 
And we already know this enemy so well, of you know who, that seeks to persuade that resistance is useless, that we might as well just lean back and 
think about Prada. " Crap!" says Carl Sagan, "Non of the scholars of the great Alexandrie, talented scientists, it's probably true that any of the illustrious 
scholars, 
who worked here, ever seriously challenged a single political religious assumption in which they lived. The permanence of the stars was questioned. The 
justice of slavery was not. It's probably here that the word Cosmopolitan realised its true meaning. The spacial awareness, what it means to be a citizen, 
not just of a nation, but of the Cosmos. To be a citizen of the Cosmos ... perhaps even just a visiting Space tourist, Fashion, like architecture, is hardly a 
matter oftaste ... Koolhaas had worked-out with taste before having Joep van Lieshout doing some bits of the interiors. And while that isn't enough for 
architecture to back-off from taste completely, Victor & Rolf coldly (known for their blue screen clothing, denying existence and empty perfume bottles) 
made their case again in their store in Milan, having actually made the one-liner, putting the interior upside-down. Here, there is no architecture. 
Architecture did nothing. For one thing only: Dematerialisation makes hungry. Koolhaas: "The unbuilt is the fantasy that underlies everything," he says. 
"But How do you engineer undesign?" 



Top of the Blobs! 

Architects around the world are taking a break from their Freudian Marxian Routine 
No more oysters? Taylor leaned closer, 
"Darwin." he said, sounding like a doctor describing a pill. 
Darwin is in the air! 

While Darwin was in the Massimiliano Fuksas and Lars Spuybroek were in Eindhoven to open their new in the summer. They show how to 
built an open space, a not closed by doors on a and how the space gets hustled up. Bringing accessible openness as 
good possibility of building space. Openness is the way to build in -as it is the space to build in. So they raised the glass and said: "Welcome to this, piece 
of architecture, installation, this piece of art- this, what is it?" Unfortunately Spuybroek was having a cold and didn't want to explain and didn't like it to be 
constantly compared with excellent seafood. 
It is what it is, It is A BLOB. 

BLOB is nothingness. Elizabeth Diller and Ricardo showed ,a 7-minute computer animation loop on corporate logos. Using black 
figures on a white field, the loop lines up icons of the usual suspects Nike, Shell, McDonald's,. As each logo morphs into the next, in an 
endlessly mutable contrast in black and white, doing everything while it looks like nothing. signifying nothing in between logo's. It's astounlshing to 
recognize how much nothingness there is left. This nothingness is BLOB. 
There is no limit in what will arise from the sleeping version of the primordial ooze previously lurking in the depths of the Lagoon. But to inhabit the shell of 
the extinct beast, a part that already took place in design, appeals to the most primitive way making things habitable. Stepping off-road Into the fullness of 
nothingness. The unknown reflects so good its triggering effects on reality as a special effect on reality, that is itself that makes reality richer. To 
add something to the world of architecture, rather then deduct. We don't want to be reductive. And although they not fit into the grids of 
comprehenSion, are sometimes hard to fully reckon with the realities of detailing and construction, BLOBs are found willingly, without proving anything 
really, to move in as a response to the displacement of bricks and morter. Filling up some the endless possibilities of space. It is perhaps a gamble, at 
this point, to were this response lead: To zero gravity - in the cluelessnes something completely 
the same, just as abstraction left a that ultimately has to be filled. 

Blob's branded themselves by name and replication. Although cities are still social condensers and require mortal Blob's can 
overcome massive historical loads developing new forms for in the material city. But there seems not much use in letting an alchorythme And 
Electronic Sound, lights, for architecture just XerOX-degree smoke and mirrors, although those too appeal to the other senses, that is not what a BLOB 
deserves. 

Don't be patient, although says to. "BLOBs lacks the elegance, and beauty that comes from modules, proportions and symmetry," Lynn says, "In due 
BLOB architects will discover a new form of beauty and elegance in the voluptuous, rhythmic and undulating forms of the differential calculus." Why 

wait? With graceful understatement it is suggested that city-lovers are a popular species. To venture into nothingness, while seeking in autonomy of by 
architecture. is also what Koolhaas has been doing all along. Crowds wait at Asian intersections to cross streets radiating in neon. Night falls over a 
nameless skyline. Waves crash. Desert dunes rest. No one knows how these natural features into the city. Of coursel The idea must be how the city 
is getting into them, just as architecture must get into the BLOB. Give architecture to Nothingness. So if the ethical fiber that binds architects as city lovers 
is the cosmopolitan belief to refuse (to imagine) anything less then the best. then architects, ride your motorcycles, Let's give the BLOB some 
architecture! 



And when they came quite up to a house they saw that it was built of bread and covered with cakes, but that the windows were of clear sugar. "We will 
set to work on that," said Hansel, "and have a good meal. I will eat a bit of the roof, and thou, Grethel, canst eat some ofthe window, it will taste sweet." 
Hansel reached up above, and broke off a little of the roof to try how it tasted and Grethelleant against the window and ... 

Eat architecture now! 

Master of the Unfinished Finish, Reverse Perspective and Impossible Space, - Mr. Charles Jencks tells about how Frank 0' -Gehry beat the over psycho
analyzed Peter Eisenman. 

In about 1979 Frank Gehry gave a dinner party to Michael Graves to introduce him to Max Palevsky who wanted a multi-million dollar house. At the time 
Peter was trying to hold the party line of Modernism against the counter-attack of Post-Modernism and was loosing on all fronts. One after the other the 
troops were deserting and going to the other side which increased his paranoia. So Peter tried to kill-off Post Modernism and wrote The Graves of 
Modernism to show what a turncoat Michael was. At the dinner party he called on the phone from New York, "Frankie," he said in his New York Mafia 
voice, "I'm afraid you gotta loose a finger for this." And he sabotaged a special issue of A+U on Gehry by telling Gendelsonas not to write the article. So 
when Peter came to LA for a visit Gehry takes him to an Italian restaurant, where he knows some real Mafioso -who owe him some favors. After dinner he 
arranged for Clarlde to sit down and put in the knife. "I hear you been messing around wit my freind Frang-ol!lch. The boys don't like 
suckers who fink on their buddies, understand? I'm afraid you gotta loose more than a finger Mr. Egg-head." The blood drained from the East Coaster's 
face. 

There are urban ensembles! samples to be called, recalling Collage City, the theory that had influenced Leon Krier. With a steady setup of windows the 
dark voids becoming their own form of ornament, closed towers, eruptive staircases, millions different insides, shape, color and surface exist independent 
of each other. There is hardly any hierarchy of 
importance in existence of the different elements, their goal is simply to exist, to show ... existence, -if there would be a hierarchy it would be a practical 
one. Its fysical presence is to add something to the world of architecture, rather then to be reductive. 

Krier: " Our goal as artists and architects consists in understanding that universal system and that universal order which allow us to produce artistical 
artifacts, in the same way in which nature is creating individual beings. This is what makes classicism: It represents a fundamental system that allows us 
to create objects ... of... timeless beauty." 
Eisenman: "Classicism encompasses the idea of perfection as it can be encountered in Nature. As I said already, it is not possible anymore today to 
represent this classical concept of perfection -of harmony between Man and Nature, because this ideal state has been destroyed by forces generated by 
mankind. One cannot continue to use classical means of representation, because, what they represent, does not exist anymore. 
Krier: " It is absurd to prohibit good architecture just because we live in terrible times." 
E: "Come on, Leon, you cannot build this way anymore today! " 
K: " You can't, but I canl " 

So there are laws to be understood, as a lawyer providing commentary with a line of books behind them in a law office, the law sets instructions. One 
might say: 'Those books are just there for theatrical effect.' But no, that's the written law. The law is always changing, but there are standards and 
practices that allow the changes to be understood. In a way, architecture's like that." 
Who said that! Michael Graves. 

Architecture stand up- kiss me you stupid! 



How to make a place in How to envelope space, to instruct it? How to keep it, how to let it go? Did Perspective punch out its last transcending 
vanishing point? Already a small town had been packed in boxes ready to become the latest taste sensation to hit the galaxy. 
Taking a shot through Straight-Line 
"How to work in a world that becomes more everyday?" -Wolf Prix - Free Spirit Architecturel - Give it a spin, see where it lands! 

And So Architecture emitted a system of reference signs on the land and within its code mans life took its course, from birth to death. The objects had 
grown numerically, and their use and functioning had actually created an almost membrane around. On this signs, symbols, colors 
and textures were, in practice, the plain and simple scenic representation of architecture, but not architecture proper. 
Consisting in the staging of an imitation architecture, in the representation of something quoted within conventional representation, this representation has 
nothing to do with history, but represents history as architecture in fiction -for the simple reason that the two things supplied an effective narrative and 
scenic language. But sentiment climbs as easily to a tree as to an old wall, architecture was only a character that did not really exist, a stage figure, a 
presence reconstruction, for the sake of convention ... of the script. But It could not create its own destiny. 

"Piet piet piet piet piet," wrote Salvador Dali to Mondriaan. The straight 20 planimetric perspective vision of space is need, cooperative, it softens the 
edges, it is relative endless, it exists. But walls aren't walls, Yet. As Peter Eisenman puts it: ''The four walls of the building could deal with the possibility of 
the other senses, of that light within the darkness." And darkness is what space had dealt him who now has lost the stone house- aslinto a concrete 
misfit before his eyes. 

of making art is a circular A spacial sense, obviously, at odds with the boxlike mechanics most commonly and 
of space. It is simply that the sense of space should seem expansive, enough to include the viewing and 

the creation of that space, literally and imaginatively. The space became available to eyesight alone, but unfortunately not to eyesight in a pictorial 
sense, but to eyesight in a literal sense. What's left is illustrated space which we can read (by following instructions of countless interfaces,) lost is 
created space which we could feel. The pictorial space of abstraction has artificiality, yes, but at the expense of reality. The biggest problem for 
abstraction is not Its literal flatness, articulated by fragile, dull, vaporizing a debilitating sense of sameness, unbearably thin and shallow, an easy 
understanding, cozy too, Although this is serious enough to let a whole architecture disappear into itself. Even more discouraging is the illustrational, 
easily readable quality of its pictorial effects. The flatness of the plane made illusionism but thel/literal /lextensiveness of the surfaces 
stretched the illusionism impossibly thin. 
No pictorial space :::; no working space. 

Fortunately, this disappointment is not the whole story. Ufe comes into existence only when there is a sense of space not as a void or as something 
merely negative but on the contrary, as something positive and definite able to confirm our consciousness of being. to heighten our feeling of 
vitality. Making is the art that humanizes the void, the illusion, And it all a illusion, it better be a good one. The illusionary 
Illusionll The illusive space :::; The working space. 1/ The Illusive. This feeling of identification with the universe, produces space, in its turn illusion can be 
created by space-composition, architecture can directly 



communicate and provide real working space. So that illusivellillusive Spacell or illusive emotion can be directly communicated by architecture, but never 
"represented. " 

Yes, The senses supply accessory, superficial information, a real & another knowledge that for Classical Modernity always had to be a structural, 
profound knowledge that led to the mechanical essence of phenomena, searching for the key to dreams .. Deceived by the senses were in fact those who 
did not guide them in the right direction. Motion, also a mechanical essence, there has to be a sense of motion, although in the end the work is static. 
From the beginning, to draw in Space & catch that motion going, making a gesture, spatial painting became the issue, as Jean Batiste Alberti says: If I'm 
not mistaken ... Is it not true that painting is the master, or at least the principal ornament of all the arts? It is indeed from the painter, if I am correct, that 
the architect has taken the architraves, the capitals, the bases, the columns, the cornices, and all which gives merit to buildings-, So that building the . 
painting, building the sculpture, building the building became a kind of a second leitmotif. (i was looking to get away from that by using smoke as a source 
of image and form but unfortunately i didn't, because that ended up being the problem of building the smoke.) The other problem is that basically making 
architecture is about an illusion and the basic illusion is that its a static art. However, without a sense of motion and direction, it's no good. You have to 
have a sense of motion somehow, yet in the end the work is static. The most obvious thing, kinetic art, doesn't quite do it. ( ... but certainly it wasn't a 
problem for me until the smoke.) It's about having to follow this sense of motion and action. to see one thing turn into another and interact with another, 
and then they do it they're caught, 

This sense of motion is also about bringing architecture back to gesture. That's a given. No architectural construction is any good unless you can feel how 
it's put together. By (and large it is) the eye, the hand and if its any good, you feel the body. Most of the best stuff seems to be a complete gesture, the 
totality of the body, a real fysical presence, something you can really lean on. Architecture should be about support of life, and like life, its idea could be 
taken once, without editing. Architecture should be Willing to build to accommodates the reach of all our gestures, imaginative as well as physical. Feel a 
bit of how it's been generated, what it's like to work on it and put the thing together and then to have it grow, -Eventually, it's just what it is, 
posibilitiesl/assumptions for what the building can be, and the building is more or less whatever it can be. 

The gesture of drawing in space lithe gesture itself llis sculptural because of its 3D fysicality. A desperation going as high 3D as possible, to get that 
continuous 3-step motion John Hejduk mentions going: Initiated from abstract thought, Then placed in the void inlof the midst of all people, Being able to 
disappear into a higher dimension. Conceptually there are no limits, architecturally, nobody knows. But You can't shake your own sensibility. No matter 
what the concept is, what's l!when itsll right is a notion of sensibility. 

It has been claimed that the unity of architecture had already come to an End. The disappearance of architecture as an already advanced process, But 
It's not the coherence that is at stake, but rather the depth of the available Space and the expansiveness of delimiting boundaries. It simply does not 
create enough Working Space. Many architects didn't realize that at the moment in which they really believed they were doing architecture they were 
actual fact playing chess with themselves. In other words, inventing problems and solving them brilliantly. And since chess is a difficult and intelligent 
game, they believed this corresponded to efforts which had a meaning outside the chessboard too. Marcel Duchamp, founder of the object trouvee who 
for a long period abandoned art to dedicate himself to chess, demonstrated by absurdity the unity of the 2 processes. He never believed that art could 
there by survive itself, but rather that it transformed itself into something else. And from this something else he derived great freedom and stimulus. 
But the whole idea is to be open, to be generous, and absorb the viewer and absorb yourself, to let them go into it. One has to go into all those places in 



order to make it work. It should add something to the world architecture), add something to the sum of architecture, rather then or be 
reductive, And You get it worrying about what's architecture. 

Architecture is really about the physicality of the forms, you make something big enough, ifs potentially habitable. If its a habitable sculpture, why isn't it 
architecture? Because it doesn't have a toilet in it? Sadly, however, the current prospects of abstract space seems terribly narrowed, its sense of space 
appears shallow and constricted. This seems ironic because that architecture had to work so hard to create its own space, or more 
had to work so hard to get into abstract. This latter effort is, in effect, the drama that began to play itself out, reminds us that is not there, what we 
cannot quite find, is what great architecture always promise. It doesn't surprise us, then, that at every moment when an artist has his eyes open, he 
worries that there is something that he cannot quite see, something that is eluding him, something within his always limited field of vision, 
something in the dark spot that makes up his view of the back of his head. He keeps looking for this elusive out of habit as much as out of 
frustration. He searches even though he is quite certain that what he is looking for shadows him every moment he around. He hopes it is what he 
cannot know, what he will never see, but the conviction remains that the shadow that follows but cannot be seen is simply the dull presence of his own 
mortality, the impending erasure of memory. 

It is clear that the elimination of the sense of volume and mass in pictorial representation simply created a void that ultimately must be filled. The 
progressive wing of abstraction has only postponed the of reckoning, and abstraction has to come to terms with volume/and mass. The second 
benefit of illusionism is that the space created between the objects are rendered successfully in 3 dimensions. Traditional illusionism is good at creating 
what abstraction often lacks: interior a literal space, working space. In addition to volume and interior space, abstraction can pick up another 

of illusionism: Its success at at catching recognizable of life. In a sense, abstraction has to humble itself. 
It may be real and direct in execution, as realized it lives only as a representation, it will never be as literal of as independent as it dreams of being. 

It has also left behind the tradition of figurative, and instead has taken with it the worst illustrational oblique course that of its notion of averaging of 
smoothing over spacial transitions. disastrous effects. Abstraction has come to be in need of extraordinary effects rather than average effects, bold, 
perhaps caricatural displacements rather than smooth transitions. No one wants abstraction to turn itself around and accommodate the innate taste for 
illusionism. But its cozyness is not going anywhere, It could not create its own destiny. 
And finally perspective punched out its last transcending vanishing point. Towards the sunset the light had grown pink and perfumed. A gentle breeze 
wafted the last fogs towards us. We understood then that a real Sensorial Revolution was in progress, and that all of us were slowly changing. 



DADA is dead ever since Satie wrote his furniture-music 
Will the outside succeed in turning everything into crumbs and country delights? 
Or will the big boys stop him? 
Wait! -I hear some humming from the bushes, "Hhmhm, hmm hmm mmhm, -
" What are you up to John? The music is different here, vibrations are different, think we might set up a colony here. Drink some of the beauty of this 
planet, with affect of vibrations -for the better of course -a different place- one upon different styles. Acquisition wise the first thing to do is 
ToConsiderTimeHasOfficiallyEnded. I'll bring it here either by isotope teleportation, transfer liquisation, or a better steal: Teleport the whole thing here
through music. 
The Dionysos Space Program 

Forget Apollo, NASA and the Space shuttle, the most exciting explorations of space have been carried out through music. Emerging on the radical fringes 
of jazz Sun Ra and his Intergalactic Research Arcestra set the Space Vibe in motion with the interstellar explorations of the Space Jazz Reverie, Love in 
Outer Space, Disco 3000 and Space Is The Place. Despite Rock critics blame for its lack of serious content, Disco had a distinct 
utopian element. The intensity of pleasure on the dance floor reimagined as an ideal for living that is more than just a Saturday night release. The 
intensity of Space as a unknown form of pure existential lust, of being alive at that very second in time. In The implicit fantasy of a Boogie Wonderland 
music, dance and sex are the organising principles, Lost in Music, feel so alive, i quit my nine-to-five-. Containing elements of Egyptology and science
fiction, Head for the Sky and All' n All with its cover picture of a rocket taking off from a pyramid- in the album Mothership-Connection Aliens are visiting 
Earth to take the funk back to the planet, Spacers and Slick's, everybody's going to the Space Base to redefine the confines of a non-fixed identity and to 
explore a whole range of subjectivities and possibilities that can't be judged. "Joy', says Schopenhauer, "Is always a mobile condition of the heart, 
emotional and passionate. However, alongside this condition, the singer simultaneously, through a glimpse at the surrounding nature, (artificially) 
becomes aware of himself as a subject of the pure, will-less knowledge." Nietzsche in The Glowing Life of the Dionysian Revellers: "In song and in dance 
man expresses himself as a member of a higher community, he has forgotten how to walk and speak, he is about to take a dancing flight into the air ... He 
is no longer an artist, he has become a work of art. "Under the charm of the Dionysian Revellers not only is the union between man is reaffirmed, but 
Nature, which has become estranged, hostile, or subjugated, celebrates once more her reconciliation with her prodigal son, man ... Now the slave is free; 
now all the stubborn, hostile barriers, which necessity, caprice or 'shameless fashion' have erected between man are broken down. Each one feels 
himself united, reconciled, not blended with his neighbour, but all as one with him. To be unfettered, and, itself, to be both blissfully vulnerable and 
undeniably (defined and) free filled with energy. 

Sex is no joke. If it aint sexy it aint art. Everybody knows that. The same goes for architecture. It is therefore rather sad that sexy researches in Space 
have so far turned up very little. NASA's Apollonian poverty is demonstrated yet again when they 
push sex right to the bottom of their agenda and even deny it. Reports on the subject repeats dull phrases of efficiency and repression: "Astronauts face a 
workload busy enough to ensure such matters are not a priOrity. However any future flight to Mars, for example, would take a very long time, and the 
fysical and psychological well-being of the crew has driven this SUbject onto the agenda. In-flight intercourse would help relieve astronauts of the 
enormous amount of stress they undergo during missions." Is this the language of dead, sexless lives, or what? 

In contrast to the government space agencies, the DionysosSpace Program has a metasexual approach. Sex in Space will be even better (and we have 
already designed several experiments that we wish to conduct to test this supposition). The improved quality is based on both the psycho- and 
sociological changes that are expected when we begin to form communities in space. Space is everywhere. In Front, Underneath you, Above, Left, Right. 
One has only to stand on a stool to experience that. Like in zero gravity the possibilities will increa·se for pure pleasure, expression, exchange of energy ... 
the Dionysos exploration of Space. Not only the new positions that zero gravity will allow is of our interest, as well as whole new ways of relating to each 
other, spacial situations, ambiently .. . That is why we certainly do not wish to continue 'normal' relations in Outer space. We want the new conditions of 
zero gravity sex and will leave the repressive hang-ups of earth-guilt designers behind. Once free from the restrictions, as we adapt to life without a 
planet, our bodies and organs may evollve into something else entirely. The re-evaluation of the glittering mirror ball as detailed archeological 
investigations of the alignment of these spheres of light suspended high above the dance floor will undoubtlessly reveal that they were installed to equipe 
dancers with a rudimentary astronomical knowledge, to help them find their way across the universe. 



In the crusade to open space the ornament and some of its fantastic atmosphere got eroded-off by its worst nightmare, an architecture without calories. 
Don't want an innocent needlepoint as decoration 
of that true simplicity is based on -That one can devote oneself so lovingly to the innocent needlepoint of decoration- -Must we again rob it from it 
necessary accessories? Godfried Semper crying out loud,-
Bring in the ornaments! 
The rest already exists 

And so the people of Danube had chosen. Le Corbusier was half right of the future, because thanks to folk-stuff now we can, what he had actually wished 
for- "lounge on Ottomans and divans among orchids in the scented atmosphere" while we aren't, as he was afraid for -"pinned trough the trunk like a 
dead butterfly." 

The account of civilization as progress from the sensuality of decoration to the abstraction isms of materiality of no particular form) through the progressive 
removal of ornament is of course taken from Adolf Loos' notorious misstatement: "The lower the culture, the more apparent the ornament." "Surely it was 
Adolf who put it so neatly," sneers LeCorbusier on Loos' remarks about personal appearance as a way to address to architecture "It is a question of being 
dressed in a way that one stands out the least."- Making any visitor in it to stand out the most. And dropped personal relevance (of architecture) to a new 
zero. 

The necessary ornament... 

What makes a distinctive building get up and go walk the streets? KNOCK KNOCK- wake up, Neo, SpaceTime ... 
'Imagination is more important ~han knowledge. For knowledge is limited to 
all we now know and understand, while imagination embraces the entire world, 
and all there ever will be to know and understand'. 

Einstein showed that if space and time were constants they had to relate to higher dimensions: 4D quantities. From this he proved that space and time 
are two aspects of the same thing and that time is not, in fact, a smooth river, constant in its flow, but something that is continuous affected by motion and 
gravity - an effect known as time-dilatation. He didn't consider Time and Space and the 3 spacial dimensions as being separate, but as something being 
linked to form a 4-Dimensional quantity known as SpaceTime. 

Le Corbusier having read Einstein's publication from 1915 or not, set his Plan Libre for space and time to be as one continuum. As Le Corbusier put it in 
1924: "A city made for speed is made for success." Ever since buildings were set on pilotes there was no way back for its roofscapes ... to get right into 
the surreal. .. 



Have you lost your Leitmotiven? Sind die Modernen unseren Antiquen? What is the naked life? What to do? These naughty questions buzz the mind of 
Kassel's contemplating Modern man wondering around Konigsplatz what the heck happened to communist II socialist (nostalgic II boredom?), if the gap 
between the thought and the visual had become a bit too big to fuse into one synerchie. As If the beauty as a splitting away (in)itself had been creating a 
gap due time a bit too big to merge with - in and out coming ideas. 
Sind die Modemen unseren Antiquen? Yes, in a spectral way, Yes, it's our shelter, Cicero says that intellectuals are more acute, the purer and more 
subtile the air for the same disposition seems to prevail with man as with flowers who's fraquance increases in proportion to the dryness of the soil, the 
warmth of the climate. That the ancient poets animated all sensible objects, with gods or geniuses, calling them by the name and adorning them with the 
properties of woods, rivers, mountains, lakes, cities, nations, and whatever their enlarged and numerous senses could perceive. And particularly they 
studied the genius of each city and country, placing it under its mental deity. Till a system 
was formed, which some took advantage of and enslaved the vulgar by attempting to realise or abstract the mental deities from their objects, and thus 
began priesthood. Choosing forms of worship from poetic tales, and at length pronounced that the Gods had ordered such things. Thus men forgot that 
All deities reside in the human breast. 

Its architecture is designed for people who do not belong -only- to socia'l classes or racial groups, or tribes, but belong to that immense category of 
persons who after 5' o-clock come out from wherever they are to enjoy the evening breeze, to watch the gigantic sun sunk behind the palms, and also to 
feel comforted by the metaphysical presence of some immense, spectral architecture. It reaches us many ways, semi-destroyed by war and fire, bleached 
by the sun of innumerable summers, and with its windows l!became lIempty, and everything that passed through turned to dust, that special architecture 
was designed 
to become in itself the entire place, to define it, to make it real to give it unique harmonies (and some orders maybe) -to hold it and to let it go, to hand 
down the historical awareness of the place -in a metaphysical contracted and rarefied time- the dramatic inebriating perception of its human presence. 
Its architecture is designed to emanate vibrations so potent as to transfigure vast spaces all around, social spaces most importantly, never ever hardly 
just monuments, nor even just political declarations, nor still less are they sculptures. They are not even just, more or less astute, exercises in 
architectural composition, and they are not even just stylistic or technological inventions. They are non of all this, as long as it is (and it always is) situated 
in a (presumed) void, that architecture cannot be measured by any yardstick and it certainly cannot be appreciated either with the rules of trigonometry, 
nor still less can it be retraced to ancient or recent supposed functions, who's mental, sociological, political or- more or less tritely- practical logic was or is 
in any case doomed to lose significance and to be pulverized in time. Moreover that architecture is not designed to fall out of the sky like glossy 
extraterrestrial artifacts, like mechanisms (or concepts) with a closed logic, that extraordinary architecture is set down with care in the midst of all people 
(but always in a presumed void, cause ultimately the gap of abstraction has to be filled), as heavy tools for possible and permanent public and private 
rites for intensive zones of existential recognition, for places of protection, waiting, and to support that type of permanent psychic paranoia, physical 
gestures. It has neither the right nor sufficient justification to erase. This architecture maybe unpractical yet knows even too well, how to take care of 
people. Real people, because it rises from the surface as from the mind to keep company with hopes, and then, most of all , a certain chastity and a 
certain permanent aptitude for forgiveness, calm and nobility in moral judgment, that makes up that complex 'human' system of logic. 
Comparing the progressive steps of modem art with those discoverable in the ancients, is for works that had already attained a form, and been reduced to 
a system. As For as every action or event has five parts, and as it were stages, - namely, beginning, progress, state of rest, decrease, and end, in which 
lies the ground of the five scenes or acts in ancient dramatic pieces, - so it is with the succession of time in art or architecture, but since the closure of 
architecture is beyond its bounds, so there are probably only 4 periods in it for consideration here. 



· .And So the six hundred were all with the exception of two of the and one only of the Spartans, Othryades, he, though fatally wounded, 
collected all his strength, and with the weapons of the Argives erected a sort of trophy. On one of the shields the wrote with his blood To Victory and 
claimed it for the Spartans. The figures are not deficient in expression, but the drawing of them is stiff and flat, and the position strained and without grace. 
The stick is in the ground. Part of Modernism's building characteristics resides in holding the line, so we hold that line. As the art of the earliest ages was 
devoted only to gods and heroes, whose praise, as Horace says, accords not with the soft lyre, this very hardness probably cooperated to give grandeur 
to the Art, like in those which inflicted death for the smallest was severe and hard. 
Vigorous but hard, powerful but without grace, and the strength of expression detracted from beauty. But it could be the opinion of ancient times that 
harshness in the construction and sound of words gives grandeur to speech, that hardness and severities were used to keep the stick in the ground. 

Then the Antiquen may have come to split from Modernism visual/Hteral, when (at its peak?) it becomes more unfettered and lofty, for the older was 
constructed upon a system composed of rules which, though originally derived from nature, had departed from it and became ideal. The improvers 
elevated themselves above this adopted system to draw nearer to the truth of which they were thought to throw aside, for flowing outlines. 
Compared to The hardness of the older style, with its prominent and abruptly ending parts of the figure, the loftyness makes the violent and 
actions more refined and becoming, to display less science, and more beauty, loftyness, and grandeur, in elevation of expression, striving more for the 
truly beautiful then for the lovely. But as only a single idea of beauty in the highest degree and always equal to itself can be imagined, this idea was 

present to those artists, as it seems ... perhaps by their women, or lust for life, Who knows ... 
There is also a fundamental principle of Ilbothllthe grand style, as it appears, to represent the countenance and attitude of the 
from emotion, and not agitated by inward disturbancellturbulence, an unnatural outer equilibrium of feeling, and with a""",,,.,,,,,,, .... 
of mind, a certain grace was wanting, and too few attempts are made to introduce it. as Winckelmann says- it a lofty understanding to 
express this significant and speaking stillness of the soul; for -the imitation of the violent- as Plato says, 'can be made in different ways; but a calm, wise 
demeanor can neither be easily imitated, nor, when imitated, comprehended. 

No mortal was ever born of Immortals. Long years have not produced one so 

Nor has any other tomb beneath the sun ever contained 
one so gentle 

I'm not at all scared of the Pleiades setting 
nor of loud waves crashing on to rough headlands 
not of thunder and lightning, but j'm frightened 
of water-drinkers who hear all we say, and remember 






